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Reach Hundred of Millions New Customers in Europe and 
Australia

Presented by: CACEnterprise Limited
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About CACE

CAC Enterprise Limited (CACE) provides export and distribution services to brands based with the 

goal of expanding product sales within the UK/EU, USA and Australia. We pro actively look for 

brands that are selling successfully in the US, and using the services of CACE, assess the market 

opportunity to sell these products in the UK, European, US and Australian markets.  

CACE utilizes methodologies that successfully manages the sales process from product selection 

through to customer delivery.  We use a combination of Amazon e-commerce FBA platform and 

third party distribution resources.  CACE exports products to UK/EU/USA/Australia and we are 

therefore perfectly positioned to support those brands with aspirations to sell into market places  

with customer bases of over 400+ million people.

Our aim is to work with suppliers to promote their products, develop the brand and establish a 

relationship which is mutually beneficial for years to come. The objective is to continue the 

success we have had to date within a varied range of product categories using our extensive 

trading knowledge and strengthening our e-commerce presence.  

We are an established and experienced seller on 

Amazon 

We are part of a global Amazon mentoring program 

that provides access to many additional resources 

that contribute to our success.

This program has helped its associates to have sold 

over $33,434,000 and completed over 1,343,700 

orders across 7 Amazon marketplaces. 

This not only provides access to expert resources 

but also to additional tools that contribute to the 

success of expanding products into the UK, US 

European and Australian markets.
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Why CACE ?

We are a VAT registered UK based company who are an established 

seller on Amazon in the EU.

Our established logistics partner is ready to ship products from 

and to our UK, US, Chinese and Australian warehouses.

We take care of all the taxes and import fees.

You only need to ship product to our warehouse closest to you.

The Benefits of Working with us :

We remove the administrative burdens and costs associated 

with trading overseas.

We remove The need to deal with foreign currencies, create any 

special accounting protocols, or deal with import and VAT or tax  

issues that are required as part of exporting products outside of 

your own location.
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International Freight Solutions

Simply deliver your products to our logistics partner in Houston USA 

and we will take care of everything from there, shipping to our UK or 

Australian warehouse for onward distribution.

CACE works exclusively with its suppliers partners only re-selling for 

export in its agreed territories, never overlapping back competing in 

their local marketplace.   

We also work with suppliers to create and improve their on-line 

product listings to best ensure the products adequately promote a 

brand’s quality and presence whilst improving competitiveness in the 

respective product categories. 
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Amazon Market Sizes

Estimated total population of 5 main European Amazon 

marketplaces

323 Million

111 Million

25 Million

Amazon Marketplace Countries

Some Amazon Marketplace Satellite Countries

Estimated total population of some of the satellite European 

countries

Estimated total population of Australia

Country Estimated Population
(Millions)

Germany 83

France 67

United Kingdom 66

Italy 61

Spain 46

Country Satellite of Estimated Population
(Millions)

Ireland United Kingdom 5 

Portugal Spain 10

Belgium France 11

Netherlands Germany 17

Austria Germany 9

Switzerland Germany 9

Poland Germany 39

Czech Republic Germany 11

327 Million
Estimated total population of the United States

The Amazon UK, European and US Marketplaces present US brands a significant opportunity to 

sell their products to a market that is larger than that of the United States . The US and 

Australian markets provide UK/European brands a similar significant and exciting opportunity.
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Our Process
We use Key Data Metrics to assess market viability with the objective of 

establishing long term sustainable sales and revenues. 

1

2

3

Is there demand - is the space saturated

Listing Quality – Identify areas for improvement 

Limited Competition – ease of market entry

Product Category – is it Confused  

Sales Ranking and Product Reviews

Revenues – Price and Profitability 

We use software tools and a proven methodology to research Amazon or brands that have great product sales but have little or no-presence on the other Amazon marketplaces.
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OUR CURRENT CLIENTS

Kitchen StorageGolf Accessories Travel Accessory

Nicholas Sagona

CEO & Co- Founder Tidy Golfer LLC

“Craig has been a pleasure to work with and has a 

great understanding of eCommerce selling through 

Amazon UK , Ebay and his personal website.”

Lauren Greenwood

President

“Launching our brand in the UK and EU would be a 

massive undertaking if we tried to do it alone. 

Working with CACE has removed the operational 

challenges so we can reach these marketplaces 

faster and more effectively. We’re thrilled to finally 

offer our products to European consumers.” 

Randy Blevins

Founder

“We found that working with CACE allowed us to 

get our American-made product into the UK 

quicker, easier and with much less red tape. The 

personal service also sets them apart from large 

corporations where you have to move containers to 

get attention”
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Case Study

• Over 3,300 units sold

• Gross Sales revenues approaching £59,000

• Over 70% sales have been on Amazon. Co.Uk

• Discovered Tidy Golfer on Facebook as a customer

• Saw potential in the product and approached CEO to 

become the UK distributor.

• Initial trial order of 100 units placed in June 2016

• Initial trial order sold out quickly on EBAY

• Re-ordered larger number of units

• Continued to sell via EBAY and Direct Sales

• Moved to Amazon FBA January 2017

Amazon Sales data only available for 24 months sales

Background Results
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Summary
If you are not already selling into the Amazon European, US and Australian Marketplaces 

then you are missing the opportunity to expand your brand name and sales revenues!

CACE have a proven solution to help you reach millions of potential new customers and 

can;

Act as your European, US or Australian Distributor

Provide a hands off cost-effective process for shipping products 

to the UK/EU/US/Australia

Help establish your brand in the UK/ EU/ US/ Australian 

marketplaces



CONTACT US
Stay Connected With Us

@CAC_Enterprise

@cacenterprise

/facebook.com/caceltd/

info@cac-enterprise.co.uk


